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Once more the Tigers' roar is
sounding over the hills surrounding Riggs Field as the football
warriors of Clemson prepare for
battle, and the 1924 football season is just around the corner.
What the season will bring forth
no one knows, and of course the
coaches will make no predictions,
but to the casual observer the prospects for the Clemson eleven are
the brightest they have been for
several seasons.
Returning to the varsity squad
are nine of the fourteen men who
earned the "Block C" on the 1923
state championship eleven.
This
furnishes a wonderful nucleus for
the building of the team, and there
seems to be a splendid lot of
material from which to fill in the
gaps.
Of the coaching staff, little needs
to be said. Coach Bud Saunders is
back at the helm, and after hi3
great success in guiding the Tigers
to victory during his first season
at Clemson, there is little doubt
in the minds of Clemson folk but
what Coach Bud will turn out
the best team possible from the
material available. What more could
we want?
Captain Thomas E. May will
again be associated with Coach
Saunders in directing the destinies
of the varsity, and Cul Richards,
the lastest addition to the Clemson
Coaching staff, who has already
become popular among the students,
will tutor the freshmen.
NINE VETERANS RETURN
From the great team which won
the title last fall there are nine
Block "C" men returned. Captain
Charlie Robinson, Pat Harmon,
Bratton Williams, and John Walker
are all on hand, and their return
insures a versatile backfield for
the team. Charlie and Pat are
half-backs of note, while Bratton
and John are both line-splitting
full-backs .
"Butch" Holahan, captain of last
year's
team, "Dutch"
Tennant,
"Stonewall" Jackson, and "Red"
Wilson are still ready to form leading parts of the Tiger forward wall,
and Gary Finklea is rearing to perform once more on the flank of
a Clemson team.
The letter men who have not returned are J. B. Wertz, center,
Frank ^trother, tackle, ChaTlie
Garrison, end, and "Gilly" Dotterer
and Bob Griffin, quarters. All of
these men graduated last June.
Muc interest is being shown in
the fight among the various candidates for the positions of quarter
and center, besides the other positions which must be filled.

CLASS—VERY SUCCESSFUL YEAR EXPECTED
Changes in Practically All Departments'—Col. Cole New CommandWELL-ARRANGED SCHEDULE
On September
5th
at eleven past.
ant—New Professors Have SplenThe figures are not available at
o'clock
P.
M
.
the
1100th
man
The Tiger fooball menu for the
did Qualifications.
coming season is arranged so as
mattriculated for the thirty-second the present time for the exact number of men in the Sophomore Class
to give the Tigers proper preapraMany new faces are seen this session of the college. The total but the number exceeds that of
tion for each for the big games.
enrollment to the present date is any previous Sophomore Class.
It also provides a good program year at Clemson among our faculty.
The tendency among the many
of home games to be played on Most of these men are here per- over 1100 though the exact figures
students is toward the engineering,
Riggs Field, besides one game in manently, however a few are here are not available.
Over 400 of the .students ane courses. There are ten engineering
Anderson, easily accessible from temporarily to fill the places of
twenty-four
men
the Clemson campus.
those professors who are on a leave freshmen. All these freshmen are sections with
agricultural
sections
Auburn will be the opponent in of absence. One has a fellowship in graduates of the eleventh grade each, five
twenty-three
the first big game of the season, Civil Engineering.
with the exception of about six with twenty-two or
though the Tiger-Tiger battle will
The new faculty consists of the who will stand entrance examina- men each, one general science
be preceded by the curtain-raising following men:
tions and a few over twenty-one section, one premedical section and.
game with Elon college, here on
Lt. Col. Otis R. Cole, Command- who will be admitted as adult one chemistry section. The last
Sept. 27. The Auburn game will ant and director of the military de- students. Unless provisions are made have only a few men each.
This year should be
a very
be staged on Drake Field at the partment. Col. Cole is a native of to accommodate more next year it
Alabama institution on October 4. Lancing, Mich, and is a graduate will be impossible to enroll 400 fresh- successful one in all of the college
activities. There seems to be an
With the memory of the tie game of Michigan Agricultural College men in 1925.
of last season in which the Clemson and Albion College. During his
There are about 180 men in air of earnestness that pervades
Tigers clearly outplayed their fam- college days he was a member of the Senior Class and about six all the work being done. It is to
ily rivals from the village of the the football and track teams, being more are expected to arrive late. be hoped that this spirit will conplains but failed to win a victory captain of the track team one year. This is the largest Senior Class in tinue throuhout the year and that
the sessions of 1924-25 will be
still fresh in the minds, the slogan Col. Cole attended the School of the the history of the college.
of Clemson will be "BEAT AU- Line at Fort Leacenworth Kansas
The Junior Class has about 180 the most successful one in the
BURN". For nothing less than a 1920-21 and was also attached to the men. This is not as many men history of the college.
G. W. G.
victory will satify the Tiger camn staff there in 19 23-24. During the as have been in this class in the
No close score, tie game, or moral World War he served as Captain,
victory will suffice.
Major, Lt. Colonel and Colonel in
Clemson will play P. C. here anl the American Army.
then following the Auburn game
Prof. E. J. Freeman, who succeeds
there will be a twelve-day inter- Prof. Johnson as Professor of Forge
mission to get ready for the State and Foundry, obtained a B. S. deFair battle with the Gamecocks of
gree at Clemson in 1922. He
is
Carolina. A nine-day period interalso to direct the college band and Officers , Elected—Friar President. Gignilliat President—Kinard Vice
venes between the Carolina game
Dance on September 26—Plan
the Glee Club.
President—Stringfellow Secreand the Homecoming Day with V.
Henry Wharton Blandford has a
Better and Cheaper Dances
tary—Plan for Hop.
P. I. on Riggs Field. This game fellowship in the Civil Engineering
according to latest announcement
department and will assisst in the
The Senior Dancing Club held
will be played in the morning at
At a meeting of the Junior dancduties of that division.
its initial meeting of the year
11 o'clock, so that spectators can
ing club held Monday morning,
John Dewey Lane, a native of
Sunday morning in the band room
see it and the game played by FurLamar, S. C, comes to Clemson
for the purpose of electing officers G. W. Gignillist was elected Presiman in Greenville that afternoon.
as assistant professor of English. He
for the forthcoming school year. dent, J. V. Kinard was elected ViceThe Davidson Wildcats will be
finished at Newberry College with
The
following ardent followers of President, and W. K. Stringfellow
met at their lair on Nov. 8, and
the degree of A. B. in 1920 and
the Terpsichouean art were elected elected Secretary and Treaurer. The
that game will be folowed by the
attended the Columbia University officers of this club: E. M. Friar,
Citadel-Clemson game in Anderson.
club is to be congratulated on havSummer School in 1923. He rePresident; E. L. Smith, Vice-PresiThe Tigers and the Bulldogs have
ceived the degreee of M. A. at the
dent; W. Bratton Williams, Secre- ing such strong and efficient men
not met in several season, and
University of Virginia in 1924. Prof.
to put across the dances of the
tary and Treasurer.
much interest centers around the
Lane is quite talented along musiJunior club this year.
Having
taken
the
motto,
"Cheapbattle this year, especially since
cal lines so we exepect more than
At this time no definite plans
er and better dances," the club
prospects seem bright at The Cita- "book-education" from this man.
plans to get busy and hold their have been made for the Junior
del because of the men there from
Capt Ernest A. Higgins, who hails
first dance either the last Friday hop, which is due to come off
the famous Charleston High teams.
from Halifax, Canada, comes to
Closing the season will be the Tigertown to take the vacated of September, or the first Friday near the end of October. The club
of October. Already plans are be- agreed, however, to follow the lead
annual battle with the
Purple
place of Lieut. L. V. H. Durfee who
Hurricane. This year it will be has been transfered to Camp Ben- ing formed for this, the first hop made by the seniors for "cheaper
played on Riggs Field. Possibly the ning. Capt. Higgins served in the of the season and from all ac- and better dances of Clemson."
It was also agreed that the Presicontest will again settle the cham- Tank 'Corps of the United States counts it promises to be as good
or better than any other opening dent should confer with the other
pionship of South Carolina, and
Army during the World War.
clubs presidents, and the director
dance.
the pennant must float again over
Prof. Frank H. Lathrop of
The club is to be congratulated of student affairs, in regard to
Tigertown.
on their plans for "better and bidding "new boys" to some of the
(Continued
on
Page
Five).
STEADY PRACTICE
cheaper dances,, and it is hoped years hops. This is a good move
Regular practice has been in
that they will carry thi« through, and It is hoped that it can be
The first scrimage of the year and that the other clubs will fol- carried through.
progress for more than a week
The candidates for the team as- was staged Saturday afternoon, and low the lead set by the Senior
There are about one hundred and
sembled at Coach Bud's call on practically all forms of practice club.
twenty-five men in the three clubs
the first day of September. Since have now been tried. A little over
this year, the Seniors having about
E. C. D.
then they have put in hard and two weeks remain in which to get
thirty-five, the Juniors about forty,
steady work. The sessions at first ready for the opening game with
The work In club work means and the Sophomores leading both of
consisted largely ot kicking and Elon, and the men will work hard that you must work to make club their Senior clubs with a memberpassing, but daily the work-outs during that time.
work a success. The club mean* ship of fifty.
that a group of boys are working
W. W. B.
have become more intense.
B. C. D.
to "Make the best better."

SENIOR CLUR PLANS NEW OFFICERS FOR
JUNIORDANGE GLUG
FOR OPENING PROM
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ALUMNI
EDITORIALS
PLEASE HELP US—This issue of
the Tiger contains our first attempt
to institute a partial alumni publication. The first issue is always
the most difficult in such cases,
since the entire work is done by
one man as a general rule. In
order for the Tiger to mean what
it should mean to our alumni, ic
is necessary that all of them take
an active interest in its publication.
If you know of any Clemson men
who have changed their addresses,
changed
positions,
married,
or
otherwise honored write to the
alumni office and tell us about it.
Write us a'bout yourself. Write to
us and tell us what you think of
this scheme for keeping the men
in touch with each other, give us
your suggestions about the alumni
association, other alumni will be
interested in reading them.
Edit two pages of a weekly paper
if he is required to write all of the
articles, rake up all the news, the
alumni always informed as to the
happenings here and elsewhere in
addition to writing and answering
several thousand letters each year,
and generally keeping the office
going.
On these pages we have inaugurated several departments. One of
<?hese is headed "Who's Who and
Where." In this department we
want to carry short notes about
Clemson men
everywhere—where
they are and what they are doing.
Another department is headed "The
Forum." Here we hope to have
letters from alumni concerning the
activities of the association or anything of interest to the alumni.
In the column "Weddings", we
would like to have every week,
accounts of the weddings of all
Clemson men who have recently
been married. In the department
headed "Lost, Strayed, or Stolen,"
will carry names of men whose
addresses have been lost in this
office. Clemson men seem to be of
a somewhat restless nature so that
it is very difficult to keep our
address lists up to date. Just at
present we have an astonishingly
large list of. lost addresses but we
expect you to help us find them.
If you see the name of a man whom
you can locate for us or if you can
tell us where to find his correct
address,, write to us and tell us
about it.
If your local club holds a meeting of any kind, see that the seers
tary sends an account of the meeting to us for publication.
Address all communications to
the Clemson Alumni Association
or to the Secretary. Do not address
matter intended for this section
to the Tiger. The alumni section
is handled exclusively through the
alumni office while the student.
staff is responsible for the general
news matter.

any kind of an organization. At
commencement last year this class
held a regular meeting with the
class president as presiding officer.
Proceding the reunion, the president and other members of the
class wrote letters to their classmates urging them to attend the
reunion and
appointing a committee at the college to make arrangements for the entertainment
of the class.
If there was some kind of class
organization among our alumni,
the secretary would, of course,
keep in close touch with the alumni
secretary at the college. In this
way he could furnish much material for the alumni section of the
Tiger such as news notes about
members of his class, class activities, etc.
The class is the basic element
of the alumni organization. Each
class should be an alumni organization within itself, affiliated through
the general association with all
of the other classes.
What do you think of the class
organization plan? Write us and
give us your opinions—tell us what
you would like for your class to
do. We want to hear from you.

DUES—Don't let the title of this
editorial scare you off. Perhaps it
is written for you. The most difficult feature connected with an
alumni organization is the collecting of sufficient, dues to keep it
alive. No thinking man can for
a moment imagine that it is possible to maintain a full-time office
at Clemson which handles thousands
of letters every year and performs
any number of services
to the
alumni
without some
financial
backing. Everywhere we turn, in
every proposition we undertake,
we inevitably are confronted with
the problem of finances.
The dues to the association are
five dollars a year. They were
formerly ten dollars, including a
subscription to the alumnus, which
was published at that time. We
have at least ten thousand men
who are eligible for membership
in the association. If all of these
paid their dues for three years,
we could maintain an extensive
office at Clemson, and in addition could present the college with
a handsome new gymnasium or
uarracks. However, such cannot bt
the case. But we have 2,500 graduates who owe it to themselves to
belong to the association. Your
diploma increases in value directly with the prestige of your college.
Clemson can never attain the prestige she deserves, nor can she reach
the stage of development which
should be hers without the active
and loyal support of her alumni.
This support can 'be given only
through a centralized organization,
and that is what we are striving
to make of the alumni association.
On the other hand, you owe a
debt to' Clemson College. The state
of South Carolina invested a large
sum of money in your education.
The interest on that amount at
two per .cent would be more than
ten dollars a year.. From this standpoint you should feel it your duty
to give your loyal support to this
organization whose sole purpose
is the advancement and development of Clemson College and the'
promotion of the welfare of Clemson men.
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SECTION
ject of life memberships. Before
the associataon became an active
full time organization, the dues
were one dollar a year or life
membership for five dollars. It is
evident that no kind of definite
program could be carried on with
this amount. When the association
was reorganized and full-time secretary employed the association in
its general meeting voted to raise
the dues to ten dollars a year.
All men who had paid the life
membership fee of five dollars before, were given membership for
one year in return for their payment and all life memberships
were declared void. Since that
time there has been only one life
membership plan available and that
plan is still in force. Nobody has
joined the association for life a
half a dozen times as they often
complain. There have been only
the two plans as stated. No thinking person can expect to maintain
membership under the old policy.
The new life membership plan
is this: If you desire to become
a life member of the association,
you may fill out and sign one of
the pledge cards, whereon you
agree to pay to the association
fifty dollars in one sum or in
yearly installments of not less
than five dollars each. A large
number of these cards are on file
in the alumni office now, but
most of them have expired since
the payments have lapsed on them
for more than a year. Of course
this life membership payment plan
can not be carried into effect unless the payments are made when
due.
If you have signed one of these
cards and have paid all your paymenst up to date, then you are
on the way to life membership. If
you have paid it in full, you are
a life member now and you do not
owe the association a dollar. Unless this is true, and unless you
have received a membership card
signed by the president and secretary showing you to be a member
in good standing for the current
year, you are not a member in
good standing of the association
and the way for you to line yourself up with the Clemson men who
act rather than speak is to sit
down and send your check for
five dollars to the Clemson Alumni
Association. This will cover your
dues for one year from the date
of payment. Do it now!

LATHROP TO FILL
GONRADI'S PLAGE
Graduate of Clemson And Ohio
Will be Clemson Entomologist.
Clemson College, Aug.
27.—
(Special)—In announcing the resignation of Prof. A. F. Condadi. for
many years chief of the entomology
division, Acting President S. B.
Earle announces also the appointment of Dr. Frank H. Lathrop as'
Prof. Conradi's successor.
Prof Conradi, after 17 years of
service at Clemson as entomologist
for the college and the South Carolina exeperiment station, resigned
to enter business in Greenville,
where he is the leading spirit in
the Conradi Products company,
which will manufacture and deal
in insecticides and fungicides. Prof.
Conradi and others have felt for
some time the great need for such
a concern and was finally inducea
to give up his work here to enter
this new field of service to the
agriculture of the state and the
south.
In Dr. Lathrop the authorities
feel that they have a worthy successor to Prof. Conradi. He is first
of all, a native South Carolinian
who received his undergraduate
training in entomology under Prof
Conradi, having graduated from
Clemson college in 1913 after fine
basic work in entomology here. He
holds also Master's and Doctor's
degrees from Oregon Agricultural
college and Ohio State university.
For two years he was associate professor of entomology at the Oregon
institution and for five years he
held a similar position at the Ohio
university. More recently he ha?
been located at the New York
agricultural experiment station at
Geneva. He is therefore well equipped in training and experience for
his important work at Clemson. H<?
will report for his new duties early
in
September.—Greenville
News.

WHO'S WHO AND WHERE
Henry C. Tillman '03, a member
of the Clemson Board of Trustees,
has recently accepted the position
of Superintendent of Bailey Military Institute at Greenwood.

Frank W. Crisp '08 and Louis
S. Horton '0 7 are engaged in
development and real estate busiAmong the marriages of Clem- ness at Davenport, Fla.
son men during the summer, the
following have been brought to
A. C. McDavid '10 recently anthe attention of the alumni, office. nounced
the
organization
of
George W. Speer '0 8, of Ander- the Alamo Underwriter's General
son, to Miss Juliet Foster of Agency, writing General Fire and
Winston-Salem, N. C.
Casualty Insurance in San Antonio,
"Red" Allen '20, of Clemsfon Texas.
College, to Miss Dorothy Sigman,
of Washington, D. C.
H. E. Shiver '16, is head of The
Chris E. Folk '15, of Clemson Chemistry Department at Rollins
College, to Miss Lula Evans of College, Winter Park, Fla.
CLASS • ACTIVITIES—One of the
Pendleton.
most pressing needs of the Clemson
Rudolph Farmer '21, of WalHenry S. Johnson , '10, is with
alumni association is an organizahalla, to Miss Beulah Ferguson', of the New York Life Insurance Co.,
tion of the various classes which
York.
in Greenville
have graduated from the college.
"Jack" Reames, Sp. '23, of GreenEach class should have a permanent
ville, to Miss Lydia .Owen, of AbbeG. W. Griffin - '22, is teaching
secretary who will, in some degree,
ville.
.,,
...V ;,M M,
science at Brenau College Gainskeep in touch with the members
"Speck" Snead .'23, of Green- ville, Ga.
■- .
".".
of his class. In this way the class
wood, to .Miss, .Katherine Sanders,
has a centralized organization so
of Greenwood.
P. N. Calhoun '96, is manger
arranged that they can handle reT. E. P. Woodward '24, of New- of Swift &Co.s office in Columbus
unions :within their own circles in
Castle, Pa., to, Miss Lydia Duke, of Ga," .
■
'
' ■ / .\
an ' - efficient and comprehensive
Chicago., . ,.. , ,. „ ::|.
. ,.
..
manner'.
E. H. Shands '23, . of Jtaliegh,
C. S. Anderson '16,. ,is manager ..
is N. C, to Miss Annie Long, of of the Los Angeles office of The
The class of; 1914 of Clemson is LIFE MEMBERSHIPS-There
the only class which has maintained much misunderstanding on the sub- Anderson.
American Blower Co.

WEDJNNGS

■:.

George "M. Armstrong '14, is head
of the Division of Boll Weevil Control at the ^Clemson Experiment
Station in Florence.

,■::■■»-.
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COLLEGE BAND TO BE Y.M.G. A. OPENING
LAROESTjN HISTOBY VEBY ENCOURAGING
Over Fifty Men Trying for Place in Good Spirit of Fellowship Shown.
Almost Perfect Attendance of
Cadet Band—Splendid OrganizaFriendship Workers—Plans
tion Perfected.
Are Made
The interest in music at Clemson
is growing more and more pronounced every year and the band
is showing the effects of this interest. The Band has increased in
size from 28 pieces to about 55 in
the last three years and bids fair
to be the best in South Carolina
this session. Much new material
was gathered in from the "rats"
to build around the nucleus of old
students and best of all, a lively
interest in shown in the work by
each prospective musician.
The Band is organized with a
Captain at the head, a 1st. Lieutenant, 2nd. Lieutenant, a Drum Major who is also 1st Sergeant.
2
Sergeants, and 2 Corporals. All
officers come from the ranks of the
Band except the Drum Major, who
is picked from a company. The
Military Deparment usually picks
some "tall handsome sophomore"
for th job of Drum Major and
much interest is aroused in this
choice.
Mr. E. J. Freeman has been selected for the job of Director this
session. Mr. Freeman is an old
Clemson man and the College is indeed fortunate in securing his services, because Ed. is a loyal Tiger
and a fine musician. The Band cannot help being a success with such
a combination of qualities.
An invitation is extended to all
Cadets, who even think they can
play, to join the ranks of our Band
and help make an organization that
will uphold the quality of all Clemson products and that will march
proudly down the streets of Columbia the night of Oct. 23, playing
"When the Sons of Clemson Fall
in line".

TIGER COACHING
STAFF IS BEST
IN THE SOOTH
"Bud" Saunders Again Directs Team.
Capt. May His Right-Hand Man.
Cul Richards Mentor for Promising Fresliman Team
Clemson probably has the most
efficient coaching staff this year
that she has ever had. The staff
is again dircted by "Bud" Saunders.
who
developed a
championship
team last year (his first year at
Clemson). He is assisted by Capt.
T. E. May and "Cul" Richards.
We all know what a good coach
Capt. May is and how ably he assisted "Bud" Saunders last year in
developing a championship team.
Our new man on the staff is
"Cul" Richards. He is a graduate
of Grinnel College, where he was
a four letter man under "Bud"
Saunders.
Since his graduation
from Grinnel he has coached in
South Dakota. For the past three
years he been director of athletics
at Shenandoah High School. He
comes to Tigertown with the highest recommendation
from
these
schools that any one could have.
He will have charge of the freshman team. From the large freshman class we should be able to
select a team thai would equal
any other Freshman team in the
South. Get that old Tigers spent
"rats"! we are all backing you.
—J. C. F.

The opening meeting of no organization could be held with much
more zeal and enthusiasm than
was the opening meeting of the
Y. M. C. A. on Wednesday night,
September 3. To a call meeting
of the Friendship Council, out of
about seventy men who signed
cards at the last meeting last year
to join, about sixty-five came. Two
or three of the men who were
abesnt had not returned to college.
How can we believe anyone who
says that the world is getting worse
every day? Never before ,in the
history of the "Y" at Clemson has
such a large crowd gathered on
such an occasion.
These men who met with Vaughn,
our new assistant secretary of the
"Y", seemed to be in earnest.
The meeting was called for the
purpose of arranging to meet the
freshmen. Fred Leitsey was placed
at the head of this Reception
Committee. He along with Vaughn
and Mr. Holtzendoff arranged just
what each man would do. Three
men were sent to the near by
junctions to meet the freshmen as
they boarded the trains leaving
these junctions. Henry, S. W. was
sent to Anderson, Garrison, C. R.
to Spartanburg, and Hart to Greenville. The other men on the committee met the trains at Calhoun
and Cherries Crossing, and showed
them through the ma/triculation
line. Some of the men accompaned
the freshmen to their rooms and
helped them get settled.
The "Y" was unfortunate in not
having an out of town speaker to
speak at the first Vesper Services.
The secretaries tried to get a speeker, but at the last minute were not
able to obtain one. In spite of this
handicap the meeting was a good
one. There was almost a hall full
to commence with, and each one
enjoyed the good old songs with
which the meeting was started.
After the singing B. W. Freeland, the President of the "Y" for
this year, gave a brief talk welcoming the men to the Y. M. C. A.
Vaughn also gave a short talk
centering his thoughts around the
first few verses of the twelfth
chapter of Romans.
To all these new men we extend
a hearty welcome and hope that
they will learn to love Clemson
and to have that fighting Tiger
spirit.
—J. B. C.

In just a few days Morning watch
groups are going to start on all of
the halls. Realizing the need of
starting the day off right, we have
arranged to have these groups on
the halls immediately after breakfast every morning except Saturday.
The meetings last for only a short
while, so if you are a freshman and
want to come, but you are detailed
ask the one who has detailed you
to let you off for that long. We
read a few verses in the Bilble,
have a few sentence prayeTs, then
leave.
Men who have not attended these
grops but have known that they
were being held on their halls,
say that they were not able to
do some of the mean tricks they
would have done had these meetings not been going on. So come
out to these meetings. If one room
is not large enough we will get
another.
Robinson a man who has meant
so much to the Y. M. C. A. at
Clemson, is not with us this year.
In his place we have Theo Vaughan
a member of the graduating class
of '23 at Clemson. This was a very
active enthusiastic worker in the
"Y" during his college course. He
was Vice President of the "Y" his
senior year and decided during
that year to enter "Y" work as
a life's work. Theo attended the
summer conference held at Blue
Ridge this summer and studied.

It is hoped that a large crow:!
will continue to attend those Vespers. Holtzy and Vaughan are
planning to some good men to
speak at Vespers, men who will
really give you something worth
coming out for.
A large number of the men
present Sunday night were freshmen. We are glad to see the freshmen down, and it is hoped that
they'will continue to attend, but;
it is hoped that more of the upper j
classmen will attend. This being
the first meeting it is hoped that j
it is not a fair representation of i
what we are going to have. Out
of eleven hundred men there is no j
reason why the house should not
be full every Sunday night. There
is nothing to be lost and there is
very much to be gained by attending Vespers. They last for onl/
a short while after supper. Do
your walking in the afternoon
and then come to Vespers at night, bt
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secretary work. This tells of the"
big time he had washing dishes
to help pay his expenses.
Vaughan a is real Christian fellow,
and we are sure he is going to
fall right in line to carry on the
work with Mr. Holtzendoff that
Mr. Holtzy and Robbie have so
well started.

THE CLEMSON DANCE
ORCHESTRA
This organization composed of
eight men last year termed themselves the
"Jungaleers"
as the
orchestra has been named for the
past three years. They are constantly heard either in the band room
or , mess hall
"hammering
off"
"mean"
Jazz.
Last year
they
furnished music for most of the
banquets and also for most of the
college dances. They go with the
Glee Club on its trips and talk about
big times—but ask 'em about it personally. X-Ray '24, captain of the
Band, directed and managed the orchestra for '23-'24. The members
this year are trying to get Ed. Freeman to direct this year. Ed's an old
Clemson m'an and he can do worlds
for the orchestra. Plans have been
made for a ten-piece organization
this year, but so far we only have
eight. In order for Clemson to have
a good orchestra there must be good
material supplied so—if you see a
good man, either "Rat" or old boy,
send him around to see Ed Curdts,
this year's manager.
—H. P. B.

PALMETTO LITERARY SCOCIETY
Tomorrow evening (Friday, Sept.
7) the Palmetto Literary Society
will hold the first meeting of the
year. All old men are urged to
come and bring visitors. A good
program has been prepared.
To all new men we extend a
hearty welcome and an urgent invitation to come up and see what
the society is and what it does.
Think over what was said last Saturday night in chapel about literary
work and come prepared to see
what benefits you may derive from
active membership in our society.
The Palmetto society is one of the
largest and best at Clemson and
it made an excellent record last
year. Come out and help us to
make this year even better. Lets
have a full attendance and show an
active interest in all that is done
J. P. Tarbox '04, is patent atand in all that will be done. It is
up to you. Here is your opportunity. torney with the Edward G. Budd
On Friday night we want to ' get Manufacturing Co., of Philadelphia.
off on the new year with a flying
A. D. Talbert '9 8, is with the
start, knowing that, "Well beForest Service of the Department
gun is half done."
of Agriculture in Washington, D. C.
J. M. V.

If father did the washing
just once!
If every father did the family washing
next Monday there would be an electric
washing machine in every home before
next Saturday night.
You will live in a new age—
an electrical age. Heavy tasks
will be shifted from human
shoulders to electric motors.
Remember the letters "G-E".
They are a symbol of service—
the initials of a friend.
If you are interested to learn
more about what electricity is
doing, write for Reprint No.
AR391 containing a complete
set of these advertisements.

For fathers are used to figuring costs.
They'd say: "The electricity for a week's
washing costs less than a cake of soap.
Human time and strength are too precious for work which a machine can do so
cheaply and well."
95-916DH
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Clemson boys in the past. Heretofore, a dance has been costing
such that all of the boys' spending
money has been required to pay
the price of going to the dance.
As a result, a movement has been
started for cheaper dances. It is the
desire of the Dancing clubs to
reorganize the dances such that a
much cheaper charge will be necessitated This movement, to be
successful, must be supported,
conzh.mv.s
The plans under way include a
system by which all outsiders must
pay. In the past many visitors from
nearby towns have enjoyed our
dances free of charge. Under the
new system admittance will be
either by an invation card or by
the actual price charged cadets.
The orchestra is arranging to furnish cheaper rates. Decorations are
to be characterized by the same
completeness, yet they are to be
less expensive.
The above are some of the essential changes. We believe that we
can give better dances at cheaper
rates, and we want every man to
help the Dancing clubs in accomplishing this end.
—E. L. S.
TO OUR READERS WHO
LIVE ON THE CAMPUS
Dear Folks:
We wish to take this opportunity
of thanking all our subscribers for
the co-operative manner in which
they so willingly responded to the
collection campaign that we staged
last spring.
It has been called to our attention that some misunderstanding
prevailed as to the manner in which
we
endeavored to carry out our
collecting scheme during the spring.
This we regret, and in an effort
to correct any misconception that
may still prevail, we wish
readers to know that a'bout threefourths of the people receiving the
"Tiger" at that time had not madp
any remittance for the 1923-24
subscription.
The books then carried no re
cord of any effort having been
to correct this over-sight. The notices that we employed to notify
our
subscribers
were
merely
adopted as a means of saving time,
and giving us an iden f our subscription list.
We are very greatful for the
forth-coming response. It is our
desire to co-operate with the people on the campus in giving due
publicity to all items of local interest, both social and other wise.
We will greatly appreciate your
interest if you will notify us of
any local news, by communicating
with us care of Box 147.
Wishing you all a prosperous and
thoroughly successful' year, we beg
to remain,
Cordially Yours,
Per J. M. Longley—Mgr.

Once more the many paths of a
thousand young Southerners have
merged into the highway of knowledge;
once more the summer's
pleasures have been lain aside; and
now the thirty-first session of Clemson has formerly started in its many
phases. The Seniors are .looking to
ward the coverted diploma, the
Juniors toward the state of dignity
which comes only with the rank of
Seniorhood, the Sophomores toward
a more happy resting place than
the haven of graduated "rats",, and
finally, the many Freshmen are
looking toward a year of experiences, of new ties, and new ideas
of life. If all of these ambitions
are to be realized, if all of these
conditions are to be fulfilled, then
every man must get his shoulder
to the wheel and work toward the
common purpose of accomplishment
which is the foundation of a successful college session.
The college authorities are showing a splendid spirit of cooperation with the students this session
in that they have turned the control
of barracks life over to the cadets.
This is a trust. We must keep the
trust, and show that we are capable of running our own affairs
A PRESS BOX
successfully.
We want a greater Clemson. This
The athletic authorities of Clemwill come only through hard work
son are to be congratulated on the
and the right spirit. The spirit is
spreading and no Clemson man is splendid improvements in the seatafraid of work. Let's make the ing arrangements, which when comyear 24-25 be the most successful pleted will make a real stadium of
year in the history of our school. Riggs field, but there is one detail
which the Tiger urges them not to
Let's place Clemson on the high
plane she deserves. We can do it, overlook. We refer to the press box.
Fairly good provision for the reand we will.
presentatives of the press has been
—E. L. S.
made for the past two seasons by
the setting aside of a row of seats
CHEAPER DANCES
with a writing board on the top
Pleasures of any kind always row of the portable bleachers which
calls for a reckoning, a prize to pay. were placed on the west side of
Enjoyment comes only after a cost the football field. But with the new
is envolved. But the pleasure and stands now being erected, adequate
enjoyment derived from the dances and comfortable facilities for the
at Clemson, however great they writers covering the Tiger games
may be, are not worth the small can be made with very little cost
fortune they have exacted from or trouble.

The best place for a press box
is of course the highest possible
vantage point, as nearly opposite
the fifty-yard line of the football
football field as possible. We sugest
that the authorities set aside the top
row of the new stands on either
the north or the south side of the
field, right at the middle of the
gridiron, for the use of the press.
And the row provided should be
fitted with a writing table of some
kind (a long narrow board in front
of the seats is sufficient) and a
suitable covering.
The need for a writing board is
obvious, and the need for shelter
is equally urgent. Frequently it
rains at fooball games, and the
great gridiron game never stops
on account of the elements. The
correspondents do not mind getting
wet themselves, but it is impossible
for them to keep any sort of notes
in the rain; and the less notes they
are able to keep, the less writeup Clemson will get in the papers.
We recall a certain game between Clemson and Newberry played in a down-pour of rain. The
driving torrent absolutely prohibited
the keeping
of any
notes, and
though the reporters wrote of the
splendid play of the team, and the
great spirit of the Clemson cadets
in sticking to their team throughout the game, they had little information available on the actual
details of play after the rain started
in the early part of the contest.
A shack sufficient to furnish the
needed protection could be put over
the small space needed for a
press box with very small amount
of old lumber and just a little
labor.
We are positive that the many
sporting editors and reporters who
come to the opening game with
Elon, the P. C. game, the V. P. I.
game, and especially the Furman
game Thanksgiving, would appreciate the furnishing of a suitable
place for them to work.And, consciously or sub-consciously, their reports would be much more favorable to Clemson.
It is not for ourselves that we
ask this, though certainly the members of The Tiger staff who cover
the games would be glad to have
a good press box. It is for the many
newspapermen from all over this
state and some from other states
who will come to the games on
Riggs Field this fall.
The Clemson officals have always been friendly to the men who
put the valiant doings of the Jungaleers before the public, giving them
the best of what was available, and
we trust they will accept the suggestion made above. That the newspapermen will appreciate it, we are
positve, for we have been one of
them and know how they feel.
W. W. B.
EVENIRONMENT

talk and acts just to suit himself.
No one is there to warn him of
the dangers he may encounter if
he does this or that. If this boy
can remember what his parents
have taught him and will live according to his home training he Cromer, Counts, Mitchell, and Hartwill never go wrong. This is also
zog are Officers—New Office of
a great test of character. If the
Manager Created—Hope to
evil influences have no affect on
Have Two Dances
the boy his character is being
strengthened.
It is your priviledge to choose
The newly formed Sophomore
your chum up here. Don't let him
dancing club meet Monday and the
choose. Pick a fellow that stands
following were elected officers of
for the best things in life and he
the organization: L. E. Cromer of
is sure to help you. If you should
Seneca, President; R. H. Counts
bappen to get one that has an
of Laurens, Vice-Pdesident; R. H.
evil mind, speaks evil and does
Mitchel of Augusta Ga., Secretary
evil you are sure to be led to do
and Treasurer; H. G. Hartzog of
the same as he. Always remember
Greenwood, manager. The last office
what your best friend on earth,
is a new one, and the Sophomore
your mother, has taught you and
club with the able and efficient
you are not likely to be a vicofficers which they have elected
tim of bad environment.
should put on good dances this
B. W. F.
year. It is the intention of this
club, to try to hold two dances,
in place of the one heretofore given
by this club.
They have agreed to back the
other two dancing clubs in their
work for
"better and
cheaper
dances this year at Clemson."
E. C. D.

NEW DANCING CLUB
AS SOPHS ORGANIZE

COLLEGE PLANT
IMPROVED DORING
SUMMER VACATION

Enlarged Chapel Biggest in State.
Barracks and Mess Hall Repaired.
New
Stands
on
Field—Many
Minor Improvements.
The life of the Cadets of Clemson will be much more pleasant
this year than ever before because
of the many improvements which
have been made in our barracks
and on our campus.
Barracks No 1. have been completely done over on the interior.
The walls have been kalsomined
and all the wood-work has been
repainted.
The New Memorial Hall gives
Clemson the distinction of having
the largest chapel in the state. The
seating capacity of this chapel is
about 2000 and now the authorities
are assured of seating room for
future graduation exercies. The old
benches have been replaced by comfortable opera chairs, so now we
expect all cadets to attend "pep"
meetings and athletic association
meetings and not to stay away
with the old excuse that the seats
are uncomfortable.
The change in the arrangement
of Riggs Field gives Clemson much
more seating
capacity
for
our
athletic contests. New semi-permanent stands are now in construction
on both the north and south sides
of the field, and together with
the old stands of similiar type, we
may now accommodate around ten
thousand fans. The new entrance
to the field, now under construction, is a statue of magnificence.
The monument to the memory of
our
late
President
Dr. W. M.
Riggs, is being presented by the
class of 1925, and it is indeed a
remembrance to be proud of.
These great improvements, together with a few other minor improvements about the campus such
as pavement and the planting of
flowers, should add a great deal
to the enjoyment of the cadets and
we want these improvements *o
remain permanent so do not carelessly mark or cut on the recently
painted walls and wood-work,
but
have it new for the next cadet who
comes up to enter the walls if
this fine institution of learning.
J. B. C.

Scientists tell us that next to
heredity environment is the next
important factor in making us what
we are.
As a rule, most men that have
the priviledge to go to college have
had the proper home training.
Their parents,
especially
their
mothers, have kept their boys in the
straight and narrow path by seeing to it that their boys, attended
Sunday School and Church and all
other Christian activities in their
community. They saw that their
sons associated with the best of boys
and girls. They were careful that
their sons did not take up any
detrimental habits.
Bad language
and smutty stories were never
"The mate for beauty should be
thought of in the home, but sup- a man and not a money chest."
poes this boy starts off to col—Bulwer Lytton.
lege. In college there are very few
"Beware so long as you live, of
restraining influences. This boy
judging men by their outward apcan associate with whom he pleases,
pearance."—La Fontaine.
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conclusion, let me say that
CLEMSON ALUMNUS theIn Clemson
alumni should unite
solidly to advance the Tiger spirit
to the end that the Tiger's paw
GIVES SUGGESTIONS may
claw its way into deserved
victory on the gridiron this fall.
Bo Williams '18, Writes Interest- The same spirit which wins in
Letter Explaining How Alumni athletics will win in the classroom
May serve
and in the vocations of life which
follow later on.
The following letter has been
Yours for a better Alumni
*
received by the alumni office from
Association,
"Bo" Williams"17, who is with the
B. O. Williams, '18.
extension department of the College
Bo has been travling througout MANY NEW MEN ADDED
the state for five years and has
TO CLEMSON FACULTY
always been very active on behalf
(Continued form page one)
of the college
and the
alumni
association. In this letter he sets
forth his ideas of how the alumni Orangeburg is connected with the
may serve, and he is in good posi- Zoology department of the Agricultion to know the attitude of many tural division. Prof. Lathrop holds
the degrees of M . S. and Ph. D.
jg
Clemson men.
from Ohio State University, and
Clemson College, S. C. has been on the faculty of such
September 4, 1924
big schools as Ohio State, Ohio
«
Mr. E. G. Parker, Secretary,
Agricultural college, and Cornell.
Clemson Alumni Association,
William C. Aegeter comes a long
Clemson College, S. C.
distance to our school hailing from
Dear Gene:—
Yanktown, S. D. He was assistant
As per our conversation
of Professor of Civil Engineering and
several days ago, I am writing you holds both B. S. and C. E. degrees
my ideas of how an alumnus can be from the University of South Dakota.
j,
of assistance to his Alam Mater.
Prof. Henry Rankin, who finished
In the first place I would like to at U. N. C. in 19 22 is an instructor
say that most of my ideas are de- in Mathematics and Physics. He
rived from conversation with alumni was Principal of the Cumberland
^
during the five years that I have Tenn. High Sshool during the sesbeen travling over the State.
sion 1923-24.
It seems to me that all efforts
Prof. H. C. Brearly .Professor
of alumni should be centered of economics and history, holds the
*
around the local alumni organiza- degrees of A. B. and A. M. from
tion as the unit of action. As the University of South Carolina,
individuals it is not possible for and has completed his work f>r
an alumnus to do very much, but a Ph. D. but has not received the
through the agency of a live, ac- degree yet. Prof. Brearley served
tive organization much can be ac- with the American Army during
complished. The individual turns the World War, and has since that
jl
all his suggestions, ideas and opin- time devoted -his time to teaching
ions into the local unit and they in the high schools of Columbia,
discuss them and act accordingly. S. C. and Durham, N. C. except for
In this way you get mass attack a short time during which he
*
which is better than single fire. served as assistant secretary of
Then the efforts of the local units the S. C. Board of Public Welfare.
are pressed on to the State organiW. E. Muntz whose home is in
zation for final action and results. Buffala, N. Y., holds an A. B. de*
There are many ways in which gree from Cornell, and comes to
*
Clemson alumni acting as indivi- Clemson as Instructor in Physics.
duals may help the local organizaE. Lake Setzler, instructor in
tion. It goes without saying that the academic department,
is a
every member should be loyal to graduate of both Newberry College
the Association. We must back and the University of Virginia, holdour alumni organization if it is to ing A. B. and M. A. degrees from
«
be worth anything. As individuals the former and M. A. from the
we may say a good word to pro- latter. He was a member of the
spective students. We may boost football,
basketball, and tennis
the work which Clemson is doing; teams at Newberry, and on the
■#
we may educate the public as tc wrestling and debating teams at
the work of Clemson College; we the University of Virginia.
may offer suggestions as to the
Prof M. E. Gardner associate
progress of the College; we may professor of Horticulture, comes to
unite to strengthen public sent'.- fill the place of Prof. George Hoffment regarding Clemson; we may man who has resigned.
lend our influence to promulgate
Prof, T. L. Ayers, associate pro*
the spirit of Clemson, the feeling fessor of Agricultural Education,
which makes graduates and ex- is a native of Dillon, S. C. and
students think in terms of a com- finished with a B. S. degree at
mon viewpoint; and we may spon- Clemson in 1918. During the Ameri*
sor clean, successful and whole- can occupation of Germany, Prof.
some athletics. This last point goes Ayers taught in the schools of
a long way toward building up i CO'blenz, Germany.
united support of the College. But,
Prof. H. H. Tryon comes to
■* . above all, Clemson College, real- Clemson to take charge of a newly
izing that the name of the institu- organized department of the extion is back of each man who goes tension division. He is to be a
^
out from its doors. Clemson means special agent in Forestry.
Prof.
a great deal to its former students Tryan is from Rumford, R. Iv and
and
prospective
students.
The; is a graduate of Harvard College,
prestige of the institution is worth holding A .B. and M. F. degrees
A
money and personal satisfaction to from that institution of learning.
those who have gone through its He was a mem'ber of the baseball,
traditions and its training. This football and hockey teams while
is enough to call forth the best in school, and holds a block letter
*
there is in every alumnus. It is for each sport.
a sacred duty we owe to the deProf. E. H. Glenn of Lexington,
velopment of Clemson as alumni. Ky., is assistant professor of Civil
•
We should give it our best and Engineering and finished at the
~
be satisfied with nothing less. The University of Kentucky with both
situation
demands
that
every B. S. and C. E. degrees in 1922
alumnus get behind the policies and since his graduation has been
of the College, do his bit to advance connected with the highway testing
a
the cause, and give his thought Labratory at his Alma Mater.
and energies to the progress of the
Prof. Dennis
Kavanaugh,
Jr.,
institution.
professor of Mechanical Engineer-
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ing, is a graduate of Lehigh University in the class of 1914. He ha.=
served as instructor and assistant
professor in the U. S. Naval Academy for seven years, and comes
to Clemson highly recommended.
F. Marion Kinard of Ninety Six
S. C. is a graduate of Wofford, and
is to be instuctor in the academic
department. While at Wofford he
was President of the Senior Class
of 1923 and Editor of the "Gold
and Black", Woffords weekly newspaper.

WHAT A LOCAL CLUB
CAN DO FOR CLEMSON
Sugrslions as to H»w the Local Club
May Serve the Colleg and its
Members.
Frequently the question Is asked,
"What can a local alumni chapter
do for Clemson?" In answer
to this query a few suggestions are
given as to how the local club can
help the college, the association,
and the club members themselves.
Entertain ' at a fall meeting all
the local boys who expect to enter
Clemson.
Correct any misstatements in
the local newspapers concerning
Clemson.
Keep the association posted on
all meetings of the club. Send in
an account of the meeting for publication in the Tiger.
Have for speakers at luncheons,
banquets, etc., the mayor or other
prominent men of your town. Let
them know that Clemson is on
the map.
Keep in touch with the office
at Clemson. Faculty members visits
to local communities can often be
forecasted and meetings arranged.
Keep in touch with your representatives and state senators and
discuss Clemson with them.
When an alumni among you
distinguishes himself, ,get it in the
papers that he is a Clemson man.
When a Clemson man settles in
your locality give him a welcome
and make him feel the fellowship
of Clemson men everywhere.
Find someone in your club who
is in intimate touch with the newspapers, and get publicity for the
college.
When the students come home for
holidays or vacation, ask them
about Clemson, let them know that
you are a Clemson man and that
you are interested in them.
Keep the 'Clemson office advised
of any changes in addresses in
your district, write and tell them
who has moved in and who has
moved out.
Place 'before, and keep before the
people of the locality correct ideas
concerning Clemson.
Keep the alumni informed as to
what the members are doing by
sending in notes for publication in
the Tiger.
Try to see that your members become members of the association.
Some of the local clubs collect
general association dues and mail
them in to the Clemson office with
a list of those paying them. This
is splendid cooperation.
Write the alumni secretary and
ask him what your particular club
can do. Try to bind Clemson men
closer together and closer to the
college. Don't let them forget that
they are Clemson men. Make the
Clemson spirit a living, breathing
reality, and not a dead tradition.
"Better ten-fold to be sinned
•gainst than sinning."—Miss Mulock
"The last resourse against tempation is prayer."—Joseph S. Buckminster.

FIVE

IUARTERS CORPS OF CP.IETS
Clemson Agricultural College
CLEMSON COLLEGE, S. C.
General Order No. 1.
The following calls are prescribed,

September 2, 1924.
effective at Retreat, Sept. 3, 1924:
Daily
Saturday
Sunday
6:45 A.M. 6:45 A.M.
7:30 A.M.
6:55 A.M. 6:55 A.M.
7:40 A.M.
7:00 A.M. 7:00 A.M.
7:45 A.M.

First call (Reveille)
March and Reveille ...
Assembly
Ten minutes physical drill immediately after Reveille, excepting Saturdays and Sundays.
8:00 A. to.
7:15 A. M. 7:15 A. M.
Mess
_
_
8:05 A. M.
7:20 A. M. 7:20 A. M.
Assembly
8:35 A. M.
Fatigue
_ 7:45 A.M. 7:45 A. M.
8:35 A. M.
Sick
7:45 A. M. 7:45 A. M.
11:15 A.M.
8:20 A. M.
Church
11:25 A. M.
Assembly
8:25 A. M.
7:50 A. M.
First call (Inspection)
8:00 A. M.
Assembly
Drill: Monday, Wednesday, Friday 1 2:05 P.M.
Assembly: Monday, Wed. Friday 1 2:10 P. M.
Recall; Monday, Wed.
Friday 1:00 P. M. 1:10 P. M. 12:55 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
Mess
1:15 P. M. 1:15 P. M.
Assembly
8:50 A. M.
4:10 P. M. 7:50 A. M.
9:00 A.M.
Guard Mounting
4:20 P. M. 8:00 A. M.
Guard mounting formal on Saturdays and Sundays; informal other
days.
5:50 P. M.
First call (Retreat)
5:50 P. M. 5:50 P.M.
Assembly
e:00 P. M.
6:00 P. M. 6:00 P. M.
Retreat on signal from Adjutant.
Supper—Companies march to supper
immediately after Retreat.
Call to quarters, firs,., ^ail
7:20 P.M. 10:20 P.M.
7:50 P.M.
Assembly
7:30 P.M. 10:30 P.M.
8:00 P.M.
Tattoo
1 0:30 P.M. 10:30 P.M. 10:30 P.M.
Taps
1 0:45 P.M. 10:45 P.M. 10:45 P. M
Call to quarters (Friday only)
First call 8:50 P. M. Assembly 9:00
P. M. Cadets who desire to study will not be required to retire until
12 midnight.
By order of COLONEL COLE.
T. C. ROCHE, Adjutant.

ALL STUDENTS
IEETJN CHAPEL
President of Alumni Association Addresses Corps—Dr. Daniels Talks
on Literaiy Societies — Various
College Activities Explained to
Freshmen.
Opened by spirited yells, a general "get-together" meeting of the
entire student body and representatives of the various student
activities was held Saturday night
in the newly completed chapel.
The purpose of the meeting was
to show the new boys just what
+ v,n student activities consist of,
and to install into them some of
that famous "Tiger Spirit."
After the cheers had died out
the meeting was called to order
by Director of Student Affairs
D. H. Henry, who introduced as
the first and principal speaker the
President of the Alumni Association, Mr. A. H. Ward of Aiken.
He gave a short but inspiring talk
to the students, telling of Clemson
as it was fifteen years ago, when
he was a student He pleaded with
students, to the freshman .espcially,
to be loyal to the school which
they had adopted as their Alma
Mater, and to be true and dutiful
to her. "Absorb the Tiger Spirit
was the keynote of the enjoyable
talk which he delivered.
The next speaker to be introduced was Prof. D. W. Daniel,
head of the English Department.
Dr. Daniel who is one of the best
lecturers of the South, said a few
well chosen words in behalf of the
Literary Societies. As usual it was
full of sparkling wit and humor.
Students representing various activities were next heard from. W.
F. Covin spoke of the work already
done, and the plans for Taps
'25, the annual. He mentioned the

various firms to whom the work
had been contracted and in behali:
oi the Tap's staff promised a bigger better annual, and guaranteed
it to be ready not later than Maj
the first.
Speaking for The Tiger and The
Chronicle, the two student publications were E. L. Smith and
R. H. Smith. Both asked the
cooperation of the students in making these two publications bigg -;
and better. Especially were the new
men asked to contribute to these
two publications.
Professor Henry next introduced
"Bud" Saunders, coach of the tiger
team that made the "Crapshooters
shift" famous in Carolina and
Southern football
circles.
Coach
Saunders in his usual quiet wa}r
asked the corps to get full of thindomitable tiger spirit and back
the team from the first whistle on
September the twenty-seventh to
the last one on Thanksgiving day.
Capt. May, assistant coach, and
President ofthe Athletic Assication
spoke to the freshman especially
on the duties and privileges of
membership in the athletic association. He asked that they try to
make records as good as possible
so as to stay in school and be
eligible for participation in athletics.
"Cul" Ricards, new freshman
coach, was formally introduced to
the corps at this time, and expressed a desire to be the friend
of every man in the corps. He
mentioned a few of the many advantages Clemson offers, and stated
that he had grown to love Clemson in the short while he has been
with us.
The meeting was closed for the
old students by the singing of
the Alma Mater, but the freshmen
remained to be given an entertaining and enlightening, illustrated
lecture on the college, its various
activities, and the way in which
it is run.
E. C. D.
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KING COLE GATHERS
ANNUAL STAFF IS
CHRONICLE PLANS
HARDJT WORK COHORTS TO WEST
FOR SUCGESSFOL
Book to Be Very Complete.
POINTJN SENECA
YEAR; NEW CON- YearContracts
Awarded — Definite
Work Has Started
Special to The Tiger
Already
the "Taps" Staff is down
The well known seminary on the
TRIBUTORS NEEDED at hard work.
They expect, with Seneca has at last commenced its

Ol'e King Cole was a merry ol'e soul
"Sweetie" Clark says a love triA merry ol'e soul was He,
angle soon proves to be a wreck
He called for his "Horse", He called
angle.
for His "Buck,"
He called for His majors three.
There is some fellow in the show
at the "Y".
Soph. Who are you?
He sits ni the gallery—I know
Rat—I'm my room-mates roomnot why
mate.
He eateth peanuts, at least a peck,
And droppeth shells right down
Tom Bailes; How did you spend
my neck.
your vacation?
Red Wilson; Just following my
BROAD-CASTING STATION
usual routine.
Tom Bailes; What kind of a girl
B. V. D.
is she.
KLEMSON KOLLEGE S. C.
September 11, 1924
Rat had a pin,
7:00—Lecture—"How I obtained
Soph had a chair,
beauty" By Colonel Henry
Broom in the corner,
"Horse" Mullins of Thickity.
Music in the air.
7:30—Music—"Ragging the Laundry slip" by A company rat
What the catalog said bring.
quartet.
4 shirts, 4 pairs socks, 2 nightshirts,; 6 towels; 4 sheets; 1 hair- 7:45—Music—"A kiss in the dark"
By Sheik Stokes.
brush; 2 blankets etc.
8:00—Talk—"How to make cows
What they really brought.
give ice cream by feeding them
1 Plug of Brown Mule; 2 Pipes
on ice water" by Hutto.
1 pack of cigarettes;
1 pair of two way socks; 2 pictures 8:30—Sport news—"How to kill
golfs" by Mr. ''Juke" Longley.
of the only one;
2 pennants; 3 letters; 4 Breezy 8:40—Health talk—"How to look
young at thirty" by Tea-hounl
Stories; 2 Whiz Bangs;
Clarke.
What is a corporal?
9:00—Mother Goose Rymes—Cute
A sophomore.
Little Jack Dorsett.
9:30—Bedtime
stories—by
Pete
No girls a cadet collar is not a
Fulmer and Frog Palmer.
laughing stock.
Soph—Say newboy, Wake me up
Horse Mullins; Lets see who can
at 6:45 A. M.
make the ugliest face.
Rat—If you wait on me to waki
Tom Taylor; Aw-go-on, Look what
you up you'll sleep as long
a start you've got on me.
as Rip Van Wrinkle.
Capt. May; Here is a freshman that
has applied to room with a one She—"Will you teach me to swim?"
He—"But I can't swim."
hundred percent American.
Capt. Higgins; Put him with Jacob'. She—"Well, I'll teach you"
EX—
Name two things on the campus
we would be much better off
A man
without.
A girl
"Monk" Watson and "Monk" Evans.
An open fire
A smile
A laugh
THE IDEAL ROOM MATE
A wild desire
Does not snore.
He gains
Knows how to "Here" same as I
Her lips
Wears own clothes, yet wears the
Without restraint
same size as I do.
Alas
Uses only one fourth of the locker.
He skids
Knowes how to "Here" same as I
On wettish paint
do.
EX—
Furnishes shoe polish.
Keeps the room clean.
Has plenty of cirgarettes on hand. My dear Miss Ware:
Gets a box from home every day.
I'm in love with a poor boy and
a rich one—which shall I marry?
Nell Black
The neck of a chicken is either
good or bad, depending on how and Answer:—Dear Nell:
Marry the poor one and send me
when served .
the rich ones address.
EX—
The other day a freshman asked
us where the Yemca building
was. We think he meant the Y. M. Mac—"I'll never go see Al again"
Clellan—"Al who?"
C. A.
McClellan—"Al Abama."
Violets are blue;
Roses are red.
So is the hair;
On "Red" Wilson's head.
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If you want to know the duties
of kitchen police ask Johnie Batson.

"Is the boarder married?
He—"I hear that Clemson has . "I guess so. He uses only one hook
good line. She
(innocently) — in the closet."
EX—
"Oh! Has he? Introduce me to him,
won't you?"
He wonders what the deuce is
This ole world needs more per- the matter with his clothes when
manent wives and less permanent people look ot him.
She wonders what is wrong with
waves.
her clothes when people don't look
Get the horse, Radish I want to at her.
EX—
go for a ride.

Clemson's literary Magazine Should
be on High Plane of Other Student Activities—Freshmen Encouraged to Write Articles.
To begin with, I am going to
define The Chronicle in terms of
what it is NOT. IT is NOT the
writings of the members of the
staff alone; it is not the poorest
magazine in the college world; and
lastly, it is not an impossibility here
just because this is primarily an
Agricultural and Mechanical college.
Now, it IS the publication in which
are published the poems, short
stories, and essays written by members of the student body; it IS the
official college magazine, and it is
very easily po'ssible to make it the
best college magazine in the state.
There is a very fine spirit herea spirit which takes our teams to
victory on the football field, thp
basket ball court, the base ball
diamond and the track, and makes
us the athletic peers of the state.
Now, this spirit should not be confined to athletics alone, but should
dominate every phase and branch
of college activities, and make us
the recognized leaders of the state
as the publishers of the best publications, both weekly and monthly.
There is opposition to this, however, for men insist in backing off
and hiding behind the time-worn
excuse, "This is not a literary college, and we cannot be expected to
write". This is pitifully weak, for
here there is a very great need for
practice in the art of expression of
thoughts in writing; and, writing
for The Chronicle gives this practice. Of course every one was not
made to be an author or writer
but there are a great numiber of
men here who have never tried
to find out whether they posess
talent or not, and there are also
numbers of men who can write and
will not make the effort.
You men of Clemson are not
quitters. You can be depended on to
do your best for your Alam Mater,
and we depend on you to make
YOUR Chronicle the best magzine
in the state. To you freshmen is
extended a hearty invitation to
write for The Chronicle.
Your
contributions will either be printed
or returned for revision. So get
busy and do your best and turn results in to room 7 6 right way for
the first issue of the magazine.
We look to you, Tigers, for the
co-opera-tion which is necessary if
we are to make your paper the
very best in the state.
R. H. Smith

the cooperation of every man in
the student body, to publish a book
that every boy in the school will
feel proud of, and a book that will
be a credit to our Alma Mater.
It is the desire of the staff to
sell at least one copy to every
cadet, to deliver the book to you
not later than May 1. and to have
you feel that the "Taps" 25 equals
in quality any college annual of
the South.
The cadets are urged to organize
all clubs as soon as possible, In
order that all sponsors can be
submitted to the staff at an early
date.
TIGER "SONG-BIRDS"
The preliminary try-outs for the
Glee-Club will begin soon, so that
the necessary eliminations can be
made and the club can get down
to work earlier than it ever has
before. We are anxious to put out
the best Glee Club this year that
has ever been gotten up at Clemson College, and surely the best
one in the State.
The mem'bers of the club are
always duly repaid for their untiring efforts by the numerous pleaant trips out over the State. Last year
one gave twelve programs^ in all—
including some
of the * leading
towns and various Girls Colleges.
This year we hope to have a still
better group of trips scheduled for
we have a wide-awake manager.
"Slats" Covin, our manager, has
alreday stated to arranging dates
for this year (assisted by F.E.
Buck).
Our programs are made up mostly of Classical, semi-classical, popular, and comic music. Classical music has been introduced to our club
in the last two years. The business men of the state are trying
to build up this type of musical
program of the different glee clubs.
This was begun by the Rotary
Clubs of the state in the form of
a State Glee Club Contest. Last
year Clemson was awarded second
place—Carolina getting first by OUP
point over our club (Carolina 98,
Clemson 97). This year we want
to be first and we have got to
be first; but there is one thing
necessary for us to accomplish this,
and that is to get some material
from the Corps of Cadets. We
lost several of our best men last
year and their gaps must be filled.
Fellows, the glee club is yours
and it will be just what you make
it, so be sure to come and try
out for the club. The practices
are arranged so that they will
not conflict with any other activities, always being held after supper.
W. A. S., '26.

worst year. Old students, scissors
in hand, were seen slinking into
barracks Tuesday morning, and into
the grape arbors Tuesday night,
while the newboys heavily laden
with chicken, advice, and bedroom
furniture, slipped in on us Friday.
During the intervening days the old
boys spent their time lying about
what they did this summer and
several prizes were awarded. Columbia should be proud of Robert
Earle Maxwell, who came off first in
this event but only by a hair-raising finish with Edgar Allen Cannon
who with his northern trip had the
best material but lacked Maxwell's
control. Cannon took his defeat
with a smile, but promised that after the Christmas Holidays, the tale
would be different. The runners-up
were too numerous to mention. Several underclassmen showed up well
and with another year's experience
should make things interesting next
year. Fulmer, Elms, and Kit Hane
being the cream of this lot.
Due to the new crawling mattresses in the old barracks, the men
had to keep to their rooms. Capt.
Oberg elaims that by putting sulphur on their tails, he can tame
these wanderers, but the corps is
from Missouri. The first arrivals,
as usual, very strangely found that
the best furniture was in their
rooms. This was fortunate as King
Cole had given strict orders that no
furniture should be moved, and as
Horse so quaintly says, "Orders is
orders."
Saturday was the day of the Great
Shearing. It has been estimated b:<
experts that in the two hours immt
diately preceding dinner, one hundred and forty-one bushels of hair
was removed. This is only hair, aa
sixteen gallons of oil, eleven pounds
of Stacomb and sixteen hundred dollars worth of tonsorial skill also fe*
by the wayside. Certain sophon
worked so fast that they ran hot
and had to cool off in the guardroom for a couple of hours.
Next came the Great Uniform
Handicap. In an open field against
a thousand or more starters, the
W. C. Rowland entry, Capt. Higgins
ran the field to a standstill His
work on the corners was brilliant.
Service uniforms stood no chance at
all.
Caps were completely outclassed, while his sally against the
brave old dress uniform was disastrous. Clemson has always been
proud of its military appearance,
but this year it should positively
swell up. When the cannons finally
hushed, seventy-eight seniors and
juniors wired the folks to sell the
old farm and take a mortgage on
the mule.

TIGER PRESSING CLUB THE COMMUNITY STORE SHOES
CAMPUS
We are glad you are back. We
SOAP
Bring Your Clothes to Us
want to help you make this year your
FOR
best year. We are going to help you
TOILET ARTICLES
win all the games this time.
CLEANING, PRESSING
AND REPAIRING
Run by Tiger Athletes
JACK CHANDLER, Manager
Located in Rear of Taylor's
Shoe Shop.

WE DO IT RIGHT

Come down to see us often. Remember we handle the best in Cigars, Cigarettes, Candies, Drinks and
Good Things to Eat that the market
affords.
We cash your checks.
We make special prices when you
entertain and on your County Feeds
and Banquets.
Let's make the Tiger roar for nineteen and twenty-four.

AND ALL OTHER

ARTICLES FOR
CLEMSON

CADETS

AT REASONABLE
PRICES.

I. L.

KELLER

CLEMSON COLLEGE, S. C.
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A Clemson Club for graduates.
Ex-Students and friends of Clemson
College in Saluda, Aiken, and Lexington Counties was formed at the
Batesburg Hotel on the evening of
August the 8th after an informal
dinner had been served. Capt. T. E.
May, president of the Athletic Associationof Clemson College, was present and made the principal speech of
the occasion. He urged the necessity
for more active cooperation on the
part of all Clemson men in interest
of the College generally, and gave an
optimistic view of the football prospects for the coming season. He denounced in no uncertain terms the
common practice of hiring athletes,
pointing out that unless a student
went to college for an education primarily, he was not a desirable athletic prospect; the course desired
and not the athletic possibilities
being the deciding factor in a student's choice of a college if the
highest type of student 'bodies and
athletics were to be maintained.
Mr. A. H. Ward, president of the
Alumni Asssociation, made a very
pleasing talk stressing the need of
more loyal support if the Association and the College hopes to reach
its zenith in service to the state
and take its rightful place with the
leading Colleges in the South
"Butch" Holohan, '25, assured
everyone that the football team
would "deliver the goods" for they
were all itching for the opening of
the season.
W. M. Quattlebaum,
'09; and
B. H. Stribling '18, made a few remarks urging the organizing of a
Clemson Club; being followed by
remarks from H. M. Ruthland, a
former student.
The Cluh was organized with
H. L. Fulmer. '12 President; J. W
Porter.'19, Vice-Pres., and B. H.
Stribling, '18, Sec. and Theas. The
officers were appointed as a committee to draw up a Constitution
and the By-Laws for the Club.
The next meeting will be held on
the call of this Committee and
every Clemson man in Saluda Aiken
and Lexington Counties is invited
and requested to be present. A
large
number are
available for
membership in the Club and it Is
hoped that they may be interested
and become active memhers. Twenty
seven were present at the first
meeting which was sponsored by
Mr. N. G. Cooner, Mr. C. E. Jones,
and H. L. Fulmer, the latter, acting as chairman.
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A PERSONAL LETTER TO GLEMSON ALUMNI

BATESBURG ALUMNI
FORM TRI-COIINTY
GLEMSON CHAPTER
Clemson Men in Saluda, Aiken, and
Lexington Counties Organize New
Chapter—H. L. Fulmer Elected
President.

TIGER

CLEMSON

ALUMNI

ASSOCIATION

President of Clemson Alumni Association Writes Letter to Clemson
Men Everywhere asking for Support of the Association.

CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
CLEMSON COLLEGE. S. C.
E. G. PARKER
SECRETARY

September 10, 1924.
Dear Alumnus:
This is a personal letter directed to
were written in longhand and mailed to
message for every Clemson man, and
If you have attended Clemson College
message at you.

you wherever you are, just as personal as though it
you in an envelope. This alumni association has a
that message is the same to every one of them.
for any length of time, we want to direct this

Clemson College has a list of graduates which will approximate 2,500. In addition
to this number, we have about ten thousand former students who are as welcome into
this association as the graduates. If it were only possible for us to reach these men—
every one of them—and to show them that Clemson College needs their support in every
way; if it were possible to stir this body of men to action in behalf of their Alma Mater;
if the present attitude among them of passive approval or disapproval could be transformed
into a burning, working zeal for the best interests of Clemson, then Clemson College
would not be long in taking her place among the greatest educational institutions of the
land.
The alumni association is the connecting link, and the only link between the alumni
and the college. It is through the association that the old men can still maintain contact
with the college which gave them their education, and it is only through the association
that the men can keep in constant touch with the classmates and friends who were with
them in college. If the education which you received at Clemson has not given you a
feeling of indebtedness to your college, if you do not feel that it is your solemn duty
to see that Clemson is the institution that it should be for the education of the youth of
South Carolina, then your education is a failure.
The alumni assocation has taken a new lease on life. It has lived to see the expiration of numerous other such associations because the alumni of other institutions would
not support them. A comparatively small body of Clemson men have been so filled with a
spirit of undying devotion and loyalty to their college that they have determined time and
again that this association should not die. There have been times when its failure seemed
inevitable, but always there was a sufficient number of indomitable wills to keep it alive.
Now we mean to do more than to merely keep alive. We mean to broaden the scope of our
activities until the association becomes a real power in South Carolina for the advancement .of Clemson College. The rejuvenated association has been founded upon the principle of cooperation with the college officials. Our only legitimate claim to existence is a
genuine efforts to serve the alumni and to promote any and all things which make for
the development and advancement of Clemson.

This issue of The Tiger is our initial effort in a new direction. All alumni on our
mailing list are receiving this issue. After this, The Tiger will be mailed only to paid-up
members of the association. Dues to the association are five dollars a year, and these dues
include a subscription to The Tiger. In every issue, we will carry a special section devoted
exclusively to alumni naws and news of interest to alumni edited by the Clemson alumni
office. You don't want to miss this feature. You can't afford not to keep up with your
classmates and with the college from an alumni standpoint. If the label on this paper
carries on it a date, that dates shows when your membership in the association expires.
If it does not carry a date, you are not a' member and you will not receive The Tiger any
longer. While we wish it were possible to mail The Tiger to all alumni, we cannot possibly
do so account of the heavy expense which it would require.
To Alumni What Receives Bills So
Cooly!
It is your privilege and your duty to become a member of the association. The dues
Jt's hot as the Hinges of Hell
are
as
small as they could possibly be. We cannot hope to continue for very much longer
And I hate to spend time writing
unless
we
do acquire a large number of new members. Make out your check for five dol■letters
To Alumni who don't pay their lars today, make it payable to The Clemson Alumni Association and mail it to us. Let us
dues.
put you on the subscription list for the Tiger, and place your name among the Clemson
Must I always be classed with
men
whose loyalty is .proven, not only in speech, but in action.
. sweaters?
I've a 1000 and 1 things to do
Besides
sending duns
by the
dozen,
Say, won't you come up with what's
due,

AN OPEN LETTER
FROM AUDLEY WARD

Cordially yours,

■>

And
silence
my
outrageous
cussin?
Alumni Secretary.
As afriend to a friend I appeal
To your wisdom, your wit, and
your pocket
gue' team it was announced here
Rhem was a former j pitcher for
Don't shut up your safe with a seal,
today by the Cardinals' manage- Clemson College. He finished his
Loosen up, use a pick, or^ unlock
ment. The purchase price of the career there in 1923, heing a
it!
pitcher is said to have been $16,500, unanimous choice for the, all-southI pray you, come clean with the
and is believed to be a record ern, conference slab staff.
.'■'4'cush"
price for the sale of players by the
And don't drive me clean to
Western Association.
B. F. Robertson, Jr., '23, is on
distraction* '
-..■■,■ , .
,;.the
editorial staff of the News and
.Make a sign, wave a flag, shake a
Since joining the Fort Smith
bush,
From The Atlanta Journal
team, Rhem has won 24 and lost Courier at Charleston.
Make a noise' "like a! check-hook St. L6uis, Sept. 1—Flint ■ Rhem, 14 games and has struck out 223
1 in action!
,-.,,.,. pitching ace of the Fort Smith, io-hit, no-run game, in which not
A. P. Lewis, '14, is Connected
.—University of Virginia Alumni Ark., team of the Western Associa- .it single ball was driven past in-' with U. S. Department of Agricultion, was sold to the National Lea- ffield.
ture;'Bureau''of Markets, in Frorida.'

FORMER GLEMSON
PICTHER GOES UP TO
NATIONAL LEAGUE

The following open Letter to
Clemson men has been received
for publication from Mr. Audley
H. Ward, '14, president of the
alumni association. Since his election to the position of president in
June, Mr. Ward has been very active in the interest of the association and the alumni generally.
Aiken, S. C.
September 10, 19 24
Dear Clemson Men:
Clemson is on the boom. It takes
boomers to make a college boom.
Bud Saunders is a 'boomer. The
purpose of the Clemson Alumni
Association is to make every Clemson man a strong boomer for the
Alma Mater.
The modern educational institution has many departments, and
one of the most important is the
Alumni Association. An institution
may be judged by the kind of
alumni organization it has. A livu
alumni association is essential to
the proper progress of Clemson
College.
As Clemson men we are proud
of the progress that the Aumni
Association has made during the
past few years. You will recall that
for many years we had no active
association. Now we have an organization that will be of immense value to Clemson during the coming
years.
In Gene Parker we have a
"Live Wire", and he is the best
secretary in the State. He is a full
-time, paid secretary, and he is
going to make the association successful. Graduates and exstudents
in this state and throughout the
country who have been out of touch
with the college for years, have
been located and brought in closer
contact with the Alma Mater.
Numbers of county chapters have
been organized by the association.
Others will be organized in far away
states this winter.
A vast amount of work has been
done in compiling college records.
An Alumni Directory has been
published and we hope to publish
another soon. Our association is
helping to build a Greater Clemson.
Do you think this work is worth
while? If so, we want you to join
the alumni association. If every
Clemson man realized just how
much he was indebted to Clemson.
we would exeperience little difficulty in raising sufficient funds to
carry on the work of the association.
We are hanicapped in that our
Alma Mater is just a little more
than thirty years old. Therefore,
we do not have the large number,
of alumni to call upon as do some
of our sister institutions.
This
means that we must get a large
percentage fo Clemson men to joia
the association. It costs only five
dollars. Do you love Clemson that
much? WiU you not; ,take the time
to show your gratitude to Clemsoa
by sending Gene Parker a check for
five dollars as membership dues
invthe alumni association. This will
also include the Tiger. for the year.
Will you allow a few Clemson
men to support the entire association? It is the duty of every Clemson man to support this work.
I shall he glad to recieve suggestions at any time from Clemson
men who are interested in the progress of the college or the Alumni
Association.
"'■
•!A;. it:"'Ward.'
-■
■■ «IJ
!«»«'■'■■
•••'
President.■ *»**
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Again September days are with only to warn you that even drastic
us, and after a rest during the steps like that will not serve to
torpid summer months. The Tiger ward off another defeat of the
begins to roar once more. During Hurricane by the Tiger on ThanksJune, July, and August the Jun- giving day. And to the boys of the
gle clan has been scattered to the Furman squad THE BALDHEAD
four winds. Now we are all re- ROW issues this little bit of advice:
assembled at Tigertown reluctant- Since the open season for dates
ly turning to books and military life, starts Thanksgiving night, we advise
but eagerly anticipating that great- you to be sure and make dates for
est period of college athletics, the that night, so the- fair ones can help
football season. And the dreams of with their tender sympathy to conthe fast -approaching period of grid- sole you on the loss of the Turiron activities are tinged with bright key Day game to Bud Saunders'
roaring Tigers.
hues.

*

*

*

A Week of practice is already
behind the many cohorts of Captain Charlie Robisbn, who have
been taking their daily work-outs
under Coach Bud Saunders since
Monday September 1. As the boys
do their stuff on the practice field
they are watched by a large bunch
of followers. Gossip among these
camp followers of the Tigers has
it that Clemson is in for a big
year on the field of intercollegiate
battle-Nor do we disgrace with the
gossip—
* » «
A large part of last year's great
eleven being back on hand should
insure a good foundation on which
the coaches may build and there
is a big squad of splendid candidates
fighting for
the
vacant
places—
* * »
Auburn will be played in the
first big game of the season—Let's
"BEAT AUBURN" Clemson doesn't
want to hold the Tigers of the
Plains to a close score. She doesn't
want a tie game. She wants a victory, nothing less will suffice—
Moral victories are very fine. But
too many of them become monotonous— Last year, under the hand
of Coach Bud, the Tigers' came
from their slump and showed the
various teams of South Carolina
what was what—Also they outplayed Auburn, though the game
ended without victory for either
side—This year, it seems to us, the
goal should be set at victories over
Auburn and V. P. I. as well as
over Furman, Carolina, Citadel, and
the other
teams
Clemson
will
meet.
The overcoming of big
Southern Conference opponents will
mean more to Clemson's reputation
than any number of victories over
state teams.
» * •
Beat Auburn—Let that be the
slogan—And let it be a sincere and
firmly believed slogan as was the
"Beat Furman" motto which carried
Clemson to victory over the Purple Hurricane last Thanksgiving—
Let the heart and mind of every
Clemson man center on the thought
that Clemson is going to win the
Tiger—Tiger clash at the enemy
camp and let that thought and
spirit embrace the team with a
fire which will render them unbeatable^—
* • •
After Clemson has beat Auburn
there will be time enough to think
of the highly essential victories
over Carolina and Furman—But
for the present let us think only
of the drubbing which the Sturdy
Plainsmen of Boozer Pitts are going to take on October 4—
»_'•'■•

BILLY LAVAL, from his headquarters at Furman, issues ironclad
orders that the Hornets football
candidates shall not indulge in
feminine dates from the present
time, henceforth until the night of
Thanksgiving Day. But, Billy, this is

*

*

*

The Class of 1928, still in its
first week on the Clemson campus,
already shows evidence of some
great material for future Tiger
teams. The lower end of Riggs
Field is overrun with new bjys
trying for the freshman team—
Coach Cul Richards will have them
in charge, and it looks as if he
will have a real football team for
the first-year men—

*

*

*

Cul Richards, himself, has been
on the ground little longer than
the freshmen whom he will coach,
but he is already an intergral
part of the Clemson athletic system. His genial smile and cheerful greeting have already endeared him to the cadets, and he becomes more popular each day.

*

*

•

Cross Country
running,
the
sport which shares the autumn season with football will probably be
given thorough attention this fall—
Coach Reed and Captain Sease
expect to call the squad together
at an early date—A meet will be
staged with Georgia, and the team
may go to the Birmingham Athletic Club's invitation road race.
Cross country is a great test of
individual endurance and it is a
splendid developer of distance men
for the regular track team. It has
always been encouraged at Clemson.
and will probably continue to grow
in importance.
* * *
A Rifle Team worthy of the
college having the largest infantry
unit of R. O. T. C. in the country
is the goal being aimed at by the
Tiger marksmen —Capt Higgins,
new assistant commandant,
will
have charge of the team and has
issued a call for candidates. Any
one interested should see him.
* * *
The Conductor of this column
had the rare privilege of working
a large part of the summer with
as fine a bunch as it has ever been
his pleasure to be associated with.
We refer to the staff of "The
Piedmont", Greenville's afternoon
daily, on which we reported citf
news of all kinds during July and
August. The folks who make that
paper took us in and treated us.
not as the green hand that we
were, but as a full fledged member of the family. To them all,
Charlie Garrison, city editor who
numbers his Greenville friends at
the same figure as the official
census population; Mr. A. T. McCain telegraph and state news editor; Glenn Allan, a true Charleston
gentlman and a New Mexican cowboy as well; "Bevo" Whitmire,
in whose place we worked while
he was in New York; Whit Cary,
sport editor; "Doc" Steele, champion proof-reader; Mrs Garlington
who presides over the society columns; Col. J. Rion McKissick, who
directs the whole thing; Maurice
Gunthorp and all his composing
room foTce; and Mr. W. B. Swin-
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Clemson College, Sept. '6.—Among
the enjoyable social gatherings of
the last week was the bridge party
Thursday evening given by Prof,
and Mrs. Logan Marshall in compliment to their guest, Miss Eva
Davis, of Cleveland, Ohio.
Col. Madison Pearson, of Columbus, Ga., was a visitor on the campus this week.
Mrs. W. M. Riggs and Mrs. J. W.
Willis have gone to Lenoir, N. C,
for a short stay.
Prof, and Mrs. A. L. Hodges and
family have returned from a visit
to relatives in Virginia.
Mr. Alex Lewis and children are
visitors for the month of September
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. J., P.
Lewis.
Mr. and Mrs. David W. Wtaklns
and childrein are spending the
week in a short vacation at Myrtle
Beach.
Capt. and Mrs. J. D. Harcomb returned to the campus from a summer vacation spent in their former
home in New York.
Prof. C. L. Morgan, who spend
the summer in advanced study at
Iowa Agricultural college, has returned to the campus.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Dillard left
this week to make their home in
Senoia, Ga., where Mr. Dillard will
be superintendent of schools.
Prof, and Mrs. G. H. Collings
who have been away a year while
Prof. Collings was engaged in graduate study, have returned to their
home on the campus.
Another recent delightful party
was that given Tuesday afternoon
by Mrs. Samuel B. Earle in honor
of Mrs. O. R. Cole, the order of
the occasion being bridge.
Miss Jess Mathews and Miss Jane
Shanklin have gone to WinstonSalem, N. C, where they will teach
physical education in the high
schools of that city.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Shiver of the
University of Virginia, are here on
a visit to their mother, Mrs. Rebecca Shiver, before going to Winter Park, Fla., where Mr. Shiver
has taken a position.
Miss Evelyn Daniel entertained
on Wedesday morning at a pleasant
bridge party for Miss Mildred Newman and Miss
Annetta McHugh,
who leave soon for Winthrop college; Miss Louise Klugh who will enter Lander college and Miss Mary
Leighton Mills, who will attend
Lucy Cobb.
A lawn party on the horticultural
grounds was given Wedesday afternoon by the Barnard Bee Chapter
Children of the Confederacy in
compliment to Misses Mildred Newman, Louise Klugh, Annetta McHug'h, Mary Leighton Mills, Jane
Vandiver and Iona Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. William Z. Bryan
of Allendale, are spending the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Bryan.
With them are their son, Charles
Bryan, who entering Clemson college, and Miss Louise Bryan, who
will spend the winter here and
attend the Calhoun-Clemson high
school.
dell and all the business office
force; we owe a debt of gratitude
for the royal treatment they gave
us, and we will never forget the
joyous days spent With them, chasing the elusive "story."
• • •
The Piedmont by the way is extremely friendly to Clemson and
recognizes this
as a big
new?
source. They are playing Clemson
news up big and should have the
appreciation of every Tiger.
—W. W. B.

RACKETT DIRECTS
IME OF V, P. I.
GffllSTlY GOiTEST
IS CHANGED
The American Chemical Society is
offering a reward this year for the
best essay written by the college students of the state. Dr. R. N. Brackett of Clemson College is chairman
of the committee for this state
The object of this contest is to
increase the general interest of the
college students of America in chemistry. Essays may be written on the
following subjects:
1. The Relation of Chemistry to
Health and Disease.
2. The Relation of Chemistry to
the Enrichment of Life."
3. The Relation of Chemistry to
Agriculture and Forestry.
4. The Relation of Chemistry to
National Defense.
5. The Relation of Chemistry to
the Home.
6. The Relation of Chemistry to
the Development of the Industries
and Resources of Your State.
The South Carolina Committee is
composed of Dr. R. N. Brackett,,
Clemson College, S. C; Mr. D. R.
Coker, Hartsville; Miss Lonny I.
Landrum, Rock Hill; Mr. McDavid
Horton, Columbia; Dr. W. D. Melton,
Columbia; Major Henry C. Tillman,
Greenwood; Dr. Francis L. Parker,
Charleston;
Dr. W. H. Zeigler,
Charleston; Dr. Ford Williams, Columbia; Dr. J. L. Mann, Greenwood.
This essay is not supposed to be of
a technical nature Reference works
can be found in the college library.
It is hoped that a number of students here will take an interest in
this contest. For further information apply to Dr. Brackett or write
American Chemical Society, Com-'
mittee on Prize Essays, 85 Beaver
St., New York City.
—G. W. G.
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Homecoming Game to be Played
With Virginia Polytechs at Clemson at Eleven A. M.—Arrangements made for Lunch on Campus.
The time of the Clemson-V. P. I.
Football game has been changed
from Saturday afternoon November first to Saturday morning at
eleven o'clock November first. This
change was necessitated by reason
of the fact that Furman is playing
Georgetown at Greenville in the afternoon. The V. P. I. game will be.
played in the morning, and those
who care to do so may drive back
to Greenville to see Furman mix
with Georgetown.
The ladies' club of the campus
will serve a cafeteria luncheon im-'
mediately after the game so that
there will be plenty of time for
those going to Greenville to have
lunch and drive over for the afternoon game.
This is the Homecoming game
for Clemson alumni and will be a
gala occasion.- Some special plans
are in the air for the big day and
announcements will made in later*
issues of the Tiger regarding the
plans. You will be expected back
home at Clemson for the clash.
Come back and meet your classmates and friends. Watch for further announcements
When this club paper reaches you
it is yours. How do you treat your
property: does it bear interest or
depreciate? Read this paper and it
will bear interest. Lay it aside and
it will rot, having been of no value.
"Ability wins the esteem of the
true men; luck that of the people."
—La Rockefaucauld.
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THE CLEMSON T CAFE
Invites the patronage of all Clemson men at all times.
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WE SPECIALIZE IN SATISFYING TIGER APPETITES^.
1

See us about Meal Tickets.
Managed by
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MR. AND. MRS. H. M. PICKETT

SLOAN BROS.
FOR

ENDICOTT-JOHNSON GDARANTEED SHOES
ARMY OR DRESS

CLEMSON NOVELTIES
FDLL LINE OF STATIONERY
AHLETIC GOODS
WE APRECIATE

YOUR

PATRONAGE

28 Years at Clemson. Come down and Let's Get
Acquainted

